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About This Content

In summer 1937, renewed tensions between Japan and China escalate into open war: The Second Sino-Japanese war has begun.

Order of Battle: WWII comes back to the Pacific Theatre, covering one of the cruellest but most underrated conflicts of the
Second World War period.

In Order of Battle: Morning Sun you take control over the Japanese forces fighting for territorial expansion and rich Chinese
resources. The conflict soon turns into a massive all-out war between the two sides during the Battle of Shanghai. While the
Chinese forces are numerically superior, they have suffered from internal conflict and are poorly equipped with outdated

weapons. The recently modernised Japanese Army on the other hand is well trained and experienced, but as the war drags on it
gets increasingly overstretched, allowing the enemy to regain the initiative at several occasions...

New units

Japanese armies have been reinforced with several new units including biplane fighters and bombers such as the Ki-10, D1A
and A4N1, the Sōkō Sagyō Ki flamethrower-equipped engineering vehicle and Type 89 medium tanks. The Chinese rely heavily
on foreign arms deals, resulting in a diverse arsenal made up from Soviet Polikarpov fighters, Tupolev bombers and T-26 tanks,
German Panzer I's, Sdkfz 221/222 armoured cars and 37mm PaK guns, Italian L3/33 tankettes, British Gloster Gladiators and
many more. Nations now also have access to Cavalry units and Horse Transportation for towed guns. In total, almost 100 new

unit types have been added to the game.
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Scenarios

Beiping-Tianjin
Operation Chahar

Shanghai
Xuzhou
Lanfeng
Wuhan

Nanchang
Changsha

South Guangxi
Guandong Offensive

Chongqing

New features

Construction Group unit allows players to construct small airstrips on locations of their own choosing.

Horses: These brave and loyal animals played a vital role in the war, and are now included in the game as part of
Cavalry units and Horse Transportation.

New terrain types: Plow through muddy Rice Fields and fight along the Great Wall of China.
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Title: Order of Battle: Morning Sun
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
The Artistocrats
Publisher:
Slitherine Ltd.
Release Date: 28 Jan, 2016
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Well executed tower defense game.

Simple mechanics and it gives you as much variety as TD games can.. pretty sure this mines crypto, or is so poorly optimized its
basically malware. 99% cpu usage... wtf. i played a free mobile app and it was the same thing but free
. To be honest,i am reta rded coz i spent 1.5hrs on completing this childish game....
And i has just found a method to determine or distinguish genius.
What you need to do is simple,click into ZUP! and purchase.
Install it and wait for the process
Finish the game as fast as you can and check the record you made to complete this game.
If you complete this in less than 1.5hrs,it means that your IQ is ordinary
If you complete this in more than 1.5hrs,it means hahahahahahahaa fu cking reta rded
I can tell you that if you learned phototropism,genetics,breathing system,digestive system,Photosynthesis,respiration such
concepts in school are all useless.Feel frustrated or even feel preplexing with the content of the lesson is not important.
If your examination dont satisfy with your expectation,resuiting in getting a punishment by your teacher is also not vital.
What you should do is that tell your teacher to play this,it could be a criteria for u to choose whether listen to your teacher in the
lesson or not. normaly i have to play a few rounds of pvp in mutliplayer games to get a feel for the game.

first match i was paired with somebody of the same level except they were completely decked in p2w gear.
no punches thrown, i just leave the match.
says i recieve no teeth or exp (i hope he recieved nothing as well) which is fair i dont expect to be rewarded for NOT wasting
my time.

second matched with same level opponent, attempted to tic-tac-toe, seems my opponent keeps making the exact same choice i
make, but they do "dirty tricks" and kill me ???

well ok, im not spending anymore time on this game.

i probably wouldnt get so frustrated if it didnt take so long to get a match started and didnt spend so much time inbetween
fights.

maybe just providing immediates matches against different opponents (DIFFERENT OPPONENTS EACH MATCH) would
have aleviated the majority of frustration felt from two negetive back to back experiences.

also the tutorial took too long and was too wordy.
it was as if it was trying to be funny but never really delivered any wit or humor and was over all too wordy.
too many speach bubbles filled with too many words.
just explain "tic tac toe" and then explain the rest of the game in simple and cogent and precise manner.
the tutorial is simply meant for instructions about how to play.
by the time i was 1/5th through the tutorial i felt i already knew what to do but i couldnt escape the tediousness of the wall of
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speach bubbles. like a fool i read each speach bubble instead of just spamming click to skip - in hopes to find advice or
instructions - but it was just a bunch of BLAH BLAH BLAH.
need a TLDR button for the tutorial :p. a load of steaming hotspur. the game was really good but I would really like it better if it
was longer. This was a hard read. To be honest I was constantly fighting between wanting things to go a certain way, and raging
at the book when they didnt. Its like my choices always went wrong, but the story carried on anyway. As with all cya games,
your mileage may vary depending on the choices you make, and of course you can always play again and choose differently.
Still I always go by my first play throughs with these sort of games, As that when Im "choosing" the way I would, as opposed to
knowing things and choosing to avoid bad things based on that knowledge.
All that being said, the writting is good. I believe I only saw one grammatical error the entire length of it. The world setting and
the plot line are very interesting. The other characters in the game need a bit more fleshing out, the few opportunities I had to
get to know them better didnt really tell me much more than their abbreviated backgrounds followed by a quick choice of how i
felt about that. Also a certain character really really needs to be taken to accounting. I think I was actually more infuriated with
how they were handled than the rest of how the story turns out.
So if your looking for something different and dont mind your choices having some strange \/ unexpected \/ dissapointing
results, this will definetly provide you with several hours of diversion.. It got big tiddie 10\/10. played this game 3 times XD this
game was so amazing i loved the story right from beginning to end of the whole enigmatis series! respect to you artifex the art
and game never stops amazing me ! and i love the animation!
in this game we are a dective investigating people who vanish , on the hunt for a missing person she finds out many have
suffered the same fate as the girl! in order to resurrect!a Demon! and from that is it about catching the preachers and save the
people they are preying!
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Six dimensions of Freedom shotter! Just like Descent, if you remember that. You are the Anti-Virus program of a PC that is
infested with a Virus. You need to get rid of that Virus to save the PC. As you fly through the PC and free the programs from
infestation by shooting all the bad programs and virus parts, you can collect some data, that lets you learn some skills. The skills
can always be changed if you like to try something new or have the feeling another weapon option can get you an advantage in a
specific situation. There are E-Mails to collect, wich tell you a little story and context on why things are happening and some
interesting Bossfights to win.

A fair warning for achievement hunters, there is a bugged achievement that is not possible to get. Also the Multiplayer is dead,
so these achievements should also be hard to get.

Anyway, I can recommend this game. A unique setting, fun level design, nice graphics and a skill system that lets you try out
some stuff. 10\u20ac is a fair price if you ask me, if it is on sale, just get it, you can't do anything wrong with this game!. It's
great to have a backgammon game like this on Steam. The AI is a little bit easy to beat, but it's still fun to play.
The game is very good-looking and polished, but it could use some automated functionality, as it gets a little tiring having to
select a piece and then select its destination when there's only one place it might go. How 'bout a double click?

At any rate, if you like the game of backgammon, you'll enjoy this.. Avoid this one. Terrible graphics resolution makes it awful
to play. The script is badly translated. There is no voice acting. The "extras" are just direct access to the same scenes you played
in the game, for no particular reason. There is little story and the HOGs are cluttered and painful, requiring random clicking on
non-specific areas and meticulous pixel hunting for objects that are indescernible or unrecognisable. It's about the worst HOG
I've come across on Steam, and there are some pretty bad ones around. It's just as well the sequels didn't appear - 1\/10.. A ce
prix et avec ces notes trés interressant. Overpriced asset flippery looking kind of game.

Plus points:
+ Some nice assets
+ Didn't crash3
+ Better than survival driver, just about.

Negatives
- No explanation of how to progress.
- It's not racing when there are no other players.
- Textures are very plain and repetitive.
- Handling is a joke.
- Steering is poor so coins are hard to hit.
- When cars spins into the air, it carries on going and going and going like it's possessed and gravity doesn't exist.
- hitting a cactus can cause your car to spin out of control.
- hitting a bump in the ground can cause your car to spin out of control.
- hitting an object that you're supposed to hit can cause your car to spin out of control.
- Car has some weird oversteer.
- No level restart.
- Quit doesn't take you back to main menu, or the level menu, it completely exits the game.
- You can't see upcoming corners and so you dom't know to brake.
- Large areas without indication of which way you're supposed to be heading.
- The game doesn't feel challenging, it doesn't take skill.. The game for SinglePlayer is good, but this expansion is not worth it.
Been trying to play multiplayer and you can't even do 1 room before the game crashes or kicks someone, it should state that this
DLC is ealry, and is very VERY bugged for multiplayer, i do not recommend you to buy this DLC for multiplayer.. This game
is pretty much the closest thing to a 2D FFXII that I've ever played. (This is high praise as far as I'm concerned, btw.) It's fun,
and seems like it would be hella easy for the devs or modders to expand upon which is good. My only gripe is that it seems to
run at ~30FPS, which is something I honestly don't care about when dealing with 3D games, but with 2D it creates a jittery
feeling that can be a bit distracting at times. The visuals are great and the music is very well done.. darn hang glider bug, but
good.. USA propaganda at it finest (and no im not hillary supporter, trump is the same as hillary) and this game is too way
garbage for the propaganda to work ahahahahah!!!!
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